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Users of cochlear implant systems, that is, of auditory aids which stimulate the auditory nerve at the cochlea electrically, often
complain about poor speech understanding in noisy environments. Despite the proven advantages of multimicrophone directional
noise reduction systems for conventional hearing aids, only one major manufacturer has so far implemented such a system in a
product, presumably because of the added power consumption and size. We present a physically small (intermicrophone distance
7 mm) and computationally inexpensive adaptive noise reduction system suitable for behind-the-ear cochlear implant speech
processors. Supporting algorithms, which allow the adjustment of the opening angle and the maximum noise suppression, are
proposed and evaluated. A portable real-time device for test in real acoustic environments is presented.
Copyright © 2008 Martin Kompis et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Cochlear implant systems, that is, devices which stimulate
the auditory nerve directly electrically in the cochlea, have
become a successful method of treatment for bilaterally
profoundly deaf patients. While speech understanding in
quiet environments varies between patients but is often satisfactory for everyday use, insuﬃcient speech understanding
in noise is a major diﬃculty encountered by many users of
cochlear implant systems [1, 2].
Bilateral cochlear implantation is one method known
to improve speech understanding in noise [1, 3]. However,
because of the relatively high cost involved and the need of a
second implantation, for numerous users this is not currently
an option.
A diﬀerent approach to alleviate this problem is the use
of directional multimicrophone noise reduction systems [4–
11]. Surprisingly, of the 3 major manufacturers of cochlear
implant systems, today only one provides a system with
multimicrophone noise reduction [7], and two do not [12,
13]. The system available on the market is relatively complex

and large (distance between microphone ports 19 mm) [7].
As the size of the speech processor is perceived by the
users [14], we believe that a part of the reluctance of the
manufacturers of cochlear implants to implement directional
multimicrophone noise reduction systems in their products
are concerns regarding additional size, complexity, and
power consumption.
The aim of this investigation is to show one possibility to
build eﬃcient, physically small, flexible, and computationally
inexpensive two-microphone noise reduction systems. It is
our aim to show that such systems are realistic and provide
a substantial benefit for cochlear implant users and hope to
speed broader availability of such systems in commercially
available cochlear implant systems.
In this paper, a simple adaptive beamformer with two
nearby microphones is introduced. In [15], the system is
evaluated in simulated rooms and real acoustic environments
using a portable real-time prototype of the proposed system.
The evaluation includes physical measurement as well as
speech understanding test in noise and subjective assessments of 6 cochlear implant users.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the two-microphone noise reduction system with nearby microphones.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
basic beamforming algorithm is described. In Section 3,
two supporting algorithms are presented and evaluated. In
Section 4, a portable prototype system is presented.
2.

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the basic beamforming algorithm. It is similar to several algorithms proposed
earlier [4, 8, 16, 17]. One diﬀerence between these algorithms
is the use of an adaptive finite impulse filter with several
(N > 1) filter coeﬃcients instead of an adjustable gain
[16, 17], corresponding to a filter with N = 1 coeﬃcient.
Another diﬀerence is the use of an end-fire microphone array
rather than broadside array, that is, microphone ports which
are in line with the target signal rather than one at each
ear of the listener [4, 8]. This microphone arrangement has
been chosen to allow the system to fit into a single behindthe-ear housing. For the same reason, the device presented
uses a very short intermicrophone distance (7 mm), which,
however, is only a gradual diﬀerence.
The device works as follows (Figure 1). Using the two
microphone output signals (a) and (a ), two simple fixed
directional units are formed, which are similar to conventional directional microphones. One points to the front
(signal (b) in Figure 1), and one to the back of the listener
(b ). Assuming that the target sound source lies in front of
the listener, signal (b) will already contain predominantly
target signal, signal (b ) predominantly noise. The adaptive
finite impulse response filter W with N coeﬃcients w0 to
wN −1 then further reduces the remaining noise in signal (b)
to form the output signal (c). This is achieved by first filtering
(b ) to generate an estimate (y) of the remaining noise in the
delayed version of (b), and then subtracting it to from the
noise reduced output signal (c). The filtering operation can
be described as
N
−1
n=0

b (k − n)·wn ,

wi (k + 1) = wi (k) + 2μ·c(k)·b (k − i),

(2)

where μ is the adaptation step size, normalized to

BASIC BEAMFORMING ALGORITHM

y(k) =

where k is the time index. A normalized LMS-algorithm [18,
19] is used to update the filter coeﬃcients as follows:

(1)





μ = α/ 2·N ·b2 ,

(3)

where b2 denotes average of the squared values of the signal
b over time segments corresponding to the filter length, and
α is a dimensionless adaptation constant. The adaptation
algorithm remains stable for α between 0 and approximately
2 [18, 19]. Throughout this paper, an adaptation constant
of α = 0.2 is used, resulting in reasonably short adaptation times (e.g., 2.4 milliseconds for the prototype device
presented in Section 4) and a satisfactory convergence [9].
For adaptive beamformers using a broadside microphone
placement, it has been shown that convergence is not a
limiting factor to system performance and the normalized
LMS-adaptation algorithm is suﬃcient [9]. Delay D3 is
typically half of the length of the adaptive filter and used to
optimize the amount of noise reduction [8, 9].
3.

SUPPORTING ALGORITHM

Two supporting algorithms, target signal detection and
leakage control, are depicted in the lower part of Figure 1.
While leakage control is strictly an optional feature, a robust
target signal detection scheme is essential for a satisfactory
performance of the device in real acoustic environments.
3.1.

Target signal detection

The adaptive beamformer works best, when the filter is
adapted in the absence of the target signal or at low signal-tonoise ratios (SNRs). At high SNRs or in the absence of a noise
source, the input of the adaptive filter (signal (b ) in Figure 1)
will contain a considerable amount of the target signal, which
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Figure 2: Two target signal detection schemes: top: delta-delta-algorithm. Bottom: multicorrelation algorithm.

will then be partly suppressed, leading to audible distortions
of the output signals. This problem can be alleviated by
detecting high SNRs and stopping filter adaptation during
such time intervals. Even in fluent speech, there are still
enough pauses and consequently enough time for the filter
to adapt to the noise [20].
Several target-signal detection schemes have already been
proposed [4, 10, 20–23] and used in adaptive beamformers
with broadside microphone configurations [4, 20, 24].
As these algorithms are either computationally relatively
expensive or not directly applicable in the proposed device
with end-fire microphone configuration, we have developed
and investigated two simple algorithms, the delta-deltaalgorithm and the multicorrelation algorithm. Schematic
diagrams of these two algorithms are shown in Figure 2.
The upper part of Figure 2 shows the delta-deltaalgorithm. The signals (b) and (b ) from the fixed directional
units pointing to the front and to the back, respectively, are
simply squared, smoothed, and compared. This is similar
to the delta-sigma method used for broadside beamformers
[20].
The performance of the delta-delta target signal detection
algorithm was evaluated in two diﬀerent simulated acoustic
environments. The acoustic room simulation procedure used
[25] calculates simulated impulse responses between acoustic
sources and microphones in shoebox-shaped rooms, taking
the head-shadow of the listener into account where the head
is modeled as a rigid sphere with a diameter of 18.6 cm
[9, 25]. Two simulated acoustic environments were generated
and used in this evaluation: one anechoic environment and
one reverberant room with a reverberation time (time for the
reverberant signal to decay by 60 dB) of 0.4 seconds and a
volume of 34 m3 . These values were chosen, as they represent
average values for small rooms in our own environment [9].
In each of the two simulated room, 36 omnidirectional sound
sources were placed at the same height as the head of the
listener, in a distance of 1 m from its center and at angles
between 0◦ and 350◦ in steps of 10◦ . This setting is depicted
schematically in Figure 3. Two simulated impulse responses
were calculated for each sound source and for each simulated
room: one between the source and the front microphone,

270◦

Head
0◦

180◦
Microphone
positions

90◦

Figure 3: Placement of the 36 omnidirectional sound sources
(at the outer end of each of the 32 lines and of the 4 arrows
marked 0◦ to 270◦ ) and of the two microphones (on the surface
of the head, intermicrophone distance 7 mm) in the simulated
acoustic environments used to evaluate the target signal detection
algorithms.

and one between the source and the rear microphone, as
indicated in Figure 3.
Two diﬀerent signals, 5 seconds of white noise and 10
seconds of continuous speech, respectively, were filtered
with the generated impulse responses and processed by the
proposed delta-delta target signal detection algorithm. A
sampling rate of 30, 000 s−1 was used to allow a simple
generation of delays in multiples of 33 microseconds in for
the second target signal algorithm presented later in this
section. The signals were low pass filtered at 4.6 kHz and
downsampled to 10, 000 s−1 . The filters labeled “smooth”
in Figure 5 had exponential impulse responses with a time
constant of 6.6 milliseconds.
Figure 4 shows the performance of the delta-delta target
signal detection algorithm in the two simulated environments for the white noise (upper panels) and for the
continuous speech signal (lower panels). Results are shown
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Figure 4: Performance of the delta-delta target signal detection algorithm in simulated anechoic and reverberant environments as a function
of the direction of incidence of the signal using either white noise or a speech signal. Percentiles denote the percentage of time, during which
the detection parameter d was lower than value indicated.

in percentiles of the time that the detection parameter d was
below a given value. It can be seen that this simple algorithm
works considerably better in the anechoic environment than
in the reverberant room and somewhat better for white noise
than for the speech signal. Still, by choosing a reasonable
threshold T1 , the algorithm can discriminate between high
and low SNR segments correctly for most of the time.
The multicorrelation algorithm in the lower part of
Figure 5 is computationally more expensive. After optional
delays (which can be ignored for the moment), three shorttime cross-correlations between the two microphone signals
(a) and (a ) are calculated, using lags of −33 microseconds, 0
microsecond, and +33 microseconds and exponential filters
with a time constant of 6.6 milliseconds. The value of the
cross-correlation for the smallest lag is then compared to the
maximum of the other two values.
Figure 5 shows results of the simulation using the multicorrelation algorithm. The experimental procedure was the
same as described above for the delta-delta-algorithm. The
delays, which are needed to calculate the cross-correlations,

were created by choosing diﬀerent samples when downsampling the low-pass-filtered simulated signals from 30, 000 s−1
to 10, 000 s−1 . It can be seen that the diﬀerentiation between
high and low SNRs is more reliable, that is, the percentiles are
closer together, under reverberant conditions and between
100◦ and 250◦ .
Although slightly more complex, the multicorrelation
algorithm gives rise to a new feature: it enables the design
of adaptive beamformers with diﬀerent or even adjustable
opening angles. By choosing the angle, in which filter
adaptation is stopped, we eﬀectively chose the opening angle
of the device, for example, the angle, in which sound sources
are treated as target signal sources rather than noise to be
cancelled. By introducing either an optional delay dS in the
signal path of the front microphone or a delay dN after the
rear microphone (Figure 2, bottom), the opening angle can
be broadened or narrowed, as depicted in Figure 6. Using
delays of 33 μs, opening angles between approximately 90◦
and 260◦ are obtained. The top right panel in Figure 8 shows
an opening angle of around 90◦ (between approx. 30◦ and
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Figure 5: Performance of the multicorrelation target signal detection algorithm in simulated anechoic and reverberant environments as a
function of the direction of incidence of the signal using either a white noise source or a speech signal. Percentiles denote the percentage of
time, during which the detection parameter d was lower than value indicated.

−60◦ , where −60◦ corresponds to an azimuth of 300◦ ), the

bottom left panel shows an opening angle of approximately
260◦ between 100◦ and −160◦ (azimuth = 200◦ ).
Figure 7 finally illustrates the eﬀect of a target-signal
detection/adaptation inhibition scheme on the entire beamforming algorithm. In a simulated reverberant room and
with a long adaptive filter (50 milliseconds), there is a clearly
visible “beam,” tending slightly towards the side of the head
with the microphones (90◦ , see Figure 3). The width of the
“beam” varies in this case with the threshold parameter
T1 of the delta-delta algorithm. Using a low value for T1 ,
signals with lower SNR are categorized as target signals,
resulting in a wide beam (e.g., T1 = 0.1, left hand panel of
Figure 9). If higher values are chosen (e.g., T1 = 0.4, right
hand panel of Figure 9) only signal with relatively high SNR
are considered to be target signals and the beam becomes
narrow.
In this way, the target-signal detection/adaptation inhibition algorithm defines the opening angle of the entire
beamforming system. If the signal source lies at an azimuth,

at which filter adaptation is not inhibited, for example, at
the rear of the listener, the adaptation algorithm in (2) will
reduce the variance of this signal at the output (c) or (e) of
the beamformer. If, however, the signal source lies within the
opening angle of the target signal detection, for example, in
the front of the listener, adaptation in (2) will be inhibited
(μ = 0 in (2)) and the signal, now considered to be a target
signal, will not be cancelled. Instead, it will be passed through
delay D3 in Figure 1 and, simultaneously, through filter W,
which is adapted in the presence of signals considered to be
noise, and the output (y) of which does, therefore, not match
the target signal in the delayed version of (b), preventing its
cancellation.
3.2.

Leakage

One potential problem with a beamforming device may
be tunnel hearing [5], that is, a too eﬃcient suppression
of sounds arriving from the side or from the back. This
might, in principle, become dangerous when signals from
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Figure 6: Wide beam (left hand panels) and narrow beam (right hand panels) system obtained with the multicorrelation algorithm with
optional delays dS or dN (see also Figure 5), respectively.
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these directions, such as approaching cars, are not perceived
suﬃciently loud.
We believe that this is a minor problem. Beamforming
can be switched oﬀ in these situations, adaptation takes a few
milliseconds in which the signal is still well audible and—
except under anechoic conditions—signal suppression is
rarely great enough to actually miss a signal completely [15].
However, as situations outside of buildings may approach
an anechoic environment, we propose a leakage control
algorithm to alleviate this problem.
Figure 1 shows leakage control together with the proposed beamforming algorithm. The leakage control algorithm itself is very simple. The input and output signals of the
device are squared, smoothed and compared. If the detected
attenuation is greater than a preset value, for example,
20 dB, a portion of the microphone signal is delayed by D3
and “leaked” directly to the output (e). To minimize any
unwanted comb-filter eﬀect in the frequency domain by two
slightly time-shifted versions of the same signal, signal (a ) is
delayed by the value of D3 before being added to signal (c).
Figure 8 shows the eﬀect of the leakage control algorithm
in a simulated situation using a white noise source in
an anechoic environment. While noise suppression exceeds
40 dB after 1 second without leakage control, in this example
it is limited to 20 dB when the algorithm is active.
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3.3. Flexibility added by the supporting algorithms
With the above supporting algorithms, very simple or
more complex beamformers can be designed, as needed.
In accordance with the aims of this research stated in the
introduction, we will concentrate on a small computationally
inexpensive version in Section 4 and [15].
Nevertheless, it is worth looking into the flexibility
added by the supporting algorithms. If both, target-signal
detection/adaptation inhibition and leakage control are
implemented, a beamformer with two nearby microphones
can be built, which is very flexible, as shown schematically in
Figure 9. The opening angle (Figure 9(a)) and the maximum
desired amount of noise reduction (Figure 9(b)) can be
adjusted independently, either in an experiment, by the
user or by an automated analysis of the current acoustical
situation.
4.

REAL-TIME REALIZATION OF
AN EXPERIMENTAL BEAMFORMER

A portable beamforming device implementing the algorithm
in Figure 1 was built in order to be able to perform
experiments in real-time, with cochlear implant users and
in real environments [15]. The system is built around
a 16 bit fixed point digital signal processor (Motorola
DSP56F826) and uses a Cirrus Logic CS42L50 sigma-delta
Stereo CODEC with 24-bit quantization. Sampling rate was
set at 16.8 kHz. The signal processing part is contained
in a small housing (10.5 × 6.1 × 2.1 cm; Figure 10) which
also holds the batteries, an LCD display and 4 control
buttons. The output can directly drive the audio input of
commercially available speech processors of cochlear implant

(b)

(a)

180◦

0◦

270◦

Figure 9: Schematic drawing of the possibilities to adjust the properties of a directional noise reduction system using the proposed
supporting algorithms: (a) beam width control using target signal
detection algorithms and (b) maximum noise reduction using
leakage control. The solid line represents an average setting and the
dotted lines the range of adjustments, the radial axis denotes signal
suppression arbitrary units.

Figure 10: Photograph of the portable prototype real-time noise
reduction system.
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systems. Two microphones are mounted in a behind-theear hearing aid housing, maintaining a distance of 7 mm
between the microphone ports.
The fixed delay-and-subtract directional units were
formed by using delays D1, D2 = 59.5 μs. The adaptive filter
was 16 coeﬃcients in length (952 microseconds), and the
delay D3 was set to 1/2 of the length of the adaptive filter,
that is, approximately 476 microseconds. A normalized LMSalgorithm was used, the adaptation held at 10% of the value,
for which instability can be expected, leading to a theoretical
adaptation time constant of 2.4 milliseconds. As a target
signal detection, a delta-delta algorithm was implemented
(time constant approximately 5 ms, detection threshold T1 =
0.2. The leakage control feature was not implemented.
The device can be used in any one of 4 diﬀerent modes. In
mode (i), the output of the experimental device is the output
signal (e) of the adaptive beamformer using the algorithm
and parameters above; in mode (ii) the signal of one of the
omnidrectional microphones (Figure 1 signal (a)) is routed
directly to the output; in mode (iii), the output signal of
the directional fixed unit pointing to the front (Figure 1,
signal (b)) is routed the output signal; and in mode (iv), the
coeﬃcients of the adaptive filter are frozen until mode (i) is
restored.
5.

SUMMARY

A two-microphone directional noise reduction system for
cochlear implant systems was presented. Using the proposed
supporting algorithms, target signal detection/adaptation
inhibition and leakage control, simple or more sophisticated
versions of the system can be built. Using the presented
multicorrelation algorithm and leakage control, a very
flexible device can be obtained, in which the opening angle of
the beam and the maximum noise reduction can be defined
separately. A portable prototype device using two nearby
microphones spaced just 7 mm apart in a single behind-theear hearing aid housing was built. This device is used for
further evaluations with cochlear implant users and in real
acoustic environments [15].
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